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Abstract—This paper investigates classification of traffic
scenes in a very low bandwidth scenario, where an image should
be coded by a small number of features. We introduce a novel
dataset, called the FM1 dataset, consisting of 5615 images of
eight different traffic scenes: open highway, open road, settlement,
tunnel, tunnel exit, toll booth, heavy traffic and the overpass. We
evaluate the suitability of the GIST descriptor as a representation
of these images, first by exploring the descriptor space using PCA
and k-means clustering, and then by using an SVM classifier
and recording its 10-fold cross-validation performance on the
introduced FM1 dataset. The obtained recognition rates are very
encouraging, indicating that the use of the GIST descriptor alone
could be sufficiently descriptive even when very high performance
is required.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

This paper aims to improve current fleet management systems by introducing visual data obtained by cameras mounted
inside vehicles. Fleet management systems track the position
and monitor the status of many vehicles in a fleet, to improve
the safety of their cargo and to prevent their unauthorized
and improper use. They also accumulate this data for the
purpose of generating various reports which are then used
to optimise the use of resources and minimise the expenses.
Fleet management systems usually consist of a central server
to which hundreds of simple clients report their status. Clients
are typically inexpensive embedded systems placed inside a
vehicle, equipped with a GPS chip, a GPRS modem and
optional additional sensors. Their purpose is to inform the
server of the vehicle’s current position, speed, fuel level, and
other relevant information in regular intervals. Our contribution
is introduction of visual cues to the vehicle’s status. The
server could use these cues to infer the properties of the
vehicle’s surroundings, which would help it in the further
decision making. For example, server could infer the location
of the vehicle (e.g. open road, tunnel, gas station), or cause of
stopping (e.g. congestion, traffic lights, road works). In cases
of missing or inaccurate GPS data, the fleet management server
could use the location inferred from visual data to determine
which of the several possible vehicle routes is the correct one.
In some cases the server is not even aware of the loss of GPS
precision, and fails to discard improbable data. This usually
occurs in closed environments and near tall objects. Detecting
such scenarios using visual data would be very beneficial.
Also, detecting the cause of losing the GPS signal and the
cause of vehicle stopping is important in systems that offer
real-time tracking of vehicles used in transporting valuables.
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We aim to solve this problem by learning a classification model
for each scene or scenario.
Transmitting the entire image taken from a camera in every
status report would raise the size of transmitted data by several
orders of magnitude (typically the size of status is less than
a hundred bytes), which would be too expensive. This can
be resolved by calculating the descriptor of the image on the
client itself, before transmitting it to the server for further
analysis. We chose to use the GIST descriptor by Oliva and
Torralba [1] because it describes the shape of the scene using
low dimensional feature vectors, and it performs well in scene
classification setups.
Our second contribution is introduction of a new dataset,
called the FM1 dataset, containing 5615 traffic scenes and
associated labels. Using this dataset we perform experimental
evaluation of the proposed method and report some preliminary
results. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
In the next section we give an overview of previous related
work, followed by a brief description of the GIST descriptor.
We then describe the introduced dataset in detail, and explore
the data using well known techniques. After that we define
the classification problem, describe the classification setup
and present the results. We conclude the paper by giving
an overview of contributions and discussing some interesting
future directions.
II.

R ELATED WORK

Although image/scene classification is a very active topic
in computer vision research, the work specific to road scene
classification is limited. Bosch et al. [2] divide image classification approaches into low-level approaches and semantic
approaches. Low-level approaches, e.g. [3], [4], model the
image using low-level features, either globally or by dividing
the image into sub-blocks. Semantic approaches aim to add a
level of understanding what is in the image. Bosch et al. [2]
identify three subtypes of semantic approaches: (i) methods
based on semantic objects, e.g. [5], [6], where objects in the
image are detected to aid scene classification, (ii) methods
based on local semantic concepts, such as the bag-of-visualwords approach [7], [8], [9], where meaningful features are
learned from the training data, and methods based on semantic
properties, such as the GIST descriptor [1], [10], where an
image is described by a set of statistical properties, such as
roughness or naturalness. One might argue that the GIST
descriptor should be categorized as a low-level approach, as it
uses low-level features to obtain the representation. However,
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unlike low-level approaches [3], [4] where local features are
the representation, the GIST descriptor merely uses low-level
features to quantify higher-level semantic properties of the
scene.
Ess et al. [11] propose a segmentation-based method for
urban traffic scene understanding. An image is first divided
into patches and roughly segmented, assigning each patch
one of the thirteen object labels including car, road etc.
This representation is used to construct a feature set fed to
a classifier that distinguishes between different road scene
categories.
Tang and Breckon [12] propose extracting a set of color,
edge and texture-based features from predefined regions of
interest within road scene images. There are three predefined
regions of interest: (i) a rectangle near the center of the image,
sampling the road surface, (ii) a tall rectangle on the left side of
the image, sampling the road side, and (iii) a wide rectangle
on the bottom of the image, sampling the road edge. Each
predefined region of interest has its own set of preselected
color features, including various components of RGB, HSV
and YCrCb color spaces. The texture features are based on
grey-level co-occurrence matrix statistics and Gabor filters.
Additionally, edge-based features are extracted in the road edge
region. A training set of 800 examples of four road scene categories is introduced: motorway, offroad, trunkroad and urban
road. The testing is performed on approximately 600 test image
frames. The k-NN and the artificial neural network classifiers
are considered. The best obtained recognition rate is 86% when
considering all four classes as separate categories, improving
to 90% when classes are merged into two categories: off-road
and urban.
Mioulet et al. [13] consider using Gabor features for road
scene classification, using the dataset of Tang and Breckon
[12]. Gabor features are extracted within the same three regions
of interest used by Tang and Breckon. Grayscale histograms
are built from Gabor result images and concatenated over all
three regions of interest to form the final descriptor. A random
forest classifier is trained and evaluated on a dataset from [12]
consisting of four image classes: motorway, offroad, trunkroad
and urban road, achieving the 10-fold cross-validation recognition rate of 97.6%.
In this paper, we are limited by our target application
that imposes a constraint on bandwidth and processing time.
Therefore, sophisticated approaches that require a lot of processing power to obtain the scene feature vector, such as the
segmentation-based method of Ess et al. [11], or the manyfeature method of Tang and Breckon [12], are unsuitable
for our problem. The closest to our application is the work
of Mioulet et al. [13], where a simple Gabor feature-based
approach performs better on the same dataset than the various
preselected features of Tang and Brackon. We take the idea of
Mioulet et al. a step further by using Gabor feature-based GIST
descriptor, which we hope will be an improvement over using
raw Gabor features. Furthermore, as our goal is classifying
the road scene into a much larger number of classes than are
available in the dataset of Tang and Breckon [12], we introduce
a new dataset of 8 scene categories.
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III.

T HE GIST DESCRIPTOR

The GIST descriptor [1], [14] focuses on the shape of
scene itself, on the relationship between the outlines of the
surfaces and their properties, and ignores the local objects in
the scene and their relationships. The representation of the
structure of the scene, termed spatial envelope is defined, as
well as its five perceptual properties: naturalness, openness,
roughness, expansion and ruggedness, which are meaningful
to human observers. The degrees of those properties can be
examined using various techniques, such as Fourier transform
and PCA. The contribution of spectral components at different
spatial locations to spatial envelope properties is described
with a function called windowed discriminant spectral template
(WDST), and its parameters are obtained during learning
phase.
The implementation we used first preprocesses the input
image by converting it to grayscale, normalizing the intensities
and locally scaling the contrast. The resulting image is then
split into a grid on several scales, and the response of each
cell is computed using a series of Gabor filters. All of the cell
responses are concatenated to form the feature vector.
We believe this descriptor will perform very well in the
context of traffic scenes classification. Expressing the degree of
naturalness of the scene should enable us to differentiate urban
from open road environments (even more so in case of unpaved
roads). The degree of openness should differentiate the open
roads from tunnels and other types of closed environments,
and is especially useful in the context of fleet management,
where closed environments usually result in the loss of GPS
signal. Texture and shape of large surfaces is also taken into
account, and this could help separate the highways from other
types of roads.
IV.

T HE FM1 DATASET

Since we want to build a classifying model for traffic scenes
and scenarios relevant to the fleet management problems, we
introduce a novel dataset of labeled traffic scenes, called the
FM1 dataset1 .
The data was acquired using a camera mounted on a
windshield of a personal vehicle. Videos were recorded at 30
frames per second, with the resolution of 640x480. Several
drives were made on Croatian roads, ranging in length from
37 to 60 minutes, to a total of about 190 minutes, see Table
I. All videos were recorded on a clear sunny day, and the
largest percentage of the footage was recorded on highways.
The camera, its position and orientation were not changed
between videos. We plan to vary the camera and its position in
the later versions of the dataset, as well as to include nighttime
images, and images taken during moderate to heavy rain (when
the windshield wipers are operating).
A typical frame of a video is shown in Figure 1. Some
parts of the image are not parts of the traffic scene, but rather
the interior of a vehicle, such as camera mount visible in
the upper right corner, the dashboard in the bottom part, and
occasional reflections of car interior visible on the windshield.
The windshield itself can be dirty, and various artefacts can
appear on it depending on the position of the sun. The camera
1 http://www.zemris.fer.hr/~ssegvic/datasets/fer-fm1-2013-09.zip
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Fig. 1: A typical traffic scene. Note the camera mount (1), the
dashboard (2), the reflection of car interior (3) and the speck
of dirt (4)

TABLE I: Overview of traffic videos
Video #
1
2
3
4

Duration
54:08
39:33
1:00:00
37:11

Number of extracted images
1612
1181
1766
1106

mount and the dashboard are in identical position in all of the
images, so they should not influence the classification results.
However, we can not expect this will always be the case in the
future and plan to develop a system that will be robust enough
to accommodate for those changes.
For each recorded video, every 60th frame was extracted,
i.e. one every two seconds. This ensured there was no bias in
the selection process, and that subsequently selected images
would not be too similar.
Choosing the classes for this preliminary classification
evaluation was not an easy task. Perhaps the most obvious
classes are "tunnel" and "open highway", but even they are
not clearly defined. Should we insist the image be classified
as an open highway if there is a traffic jam, and almost entire
scene is obstructed by a large truck directly in front of us? We
can introduce the "heavy traffic" class to accommodate for this
case. What if it is not a truck, but a car instead, or if it is a
bit further away, so more of the highway is visible? There are
many cases in which it is impossible to set the exact moment
when a scene transforms from being a member of one class
and becomes a member of another class. Perhaps these issues
can be resolved by allowing each scene to be assigned multiple
class labels, which we plan to explore at later stages of our
research.
Before choosing the class labels, we first analyzed the
data using PCA and clustering algorithms, to see if there are
obvious and easily separable classes in the dataset.
CCVW 2013
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Fig. 2: Data points projected into 2D (note the three clusters)

A. Exploring the data
The first step in data analysis was computing the descriptor
for every image. We used the MATLAB implementation of the
GIST descriptor provided by Oliva and Torralba [1], using the
default parameters, which produces a feature vector of length
512. Since the resolution of the original image is 640x480,
this provides a big dimensionality reduction.
The PCA was used to find the principal components in
data, which was then projected into a plane determined by
the first two principal components. The results can be seen
in Figure 2. We can see most of the data points belong to
one of three clusters, with some data points appearing to be
outliers. Around 3300 points belong to the cluster 1, 90% of
them corresponding to the scenes of open highway. The rest of
the points in cluster 1 correspond to various types of scenes,
but not a single one is a scene inside of a tunnel. Around 1400
data points belong to the cluster 2, 70% of them corresponding
to the scenes of open highway, and 20% to the scenes of other
types of open road. Around 820 points belong to the cluster 3,
45% of them corresponding to scenes inside the tunnels, 35%
to the open highway, 6% of them to the scenes at the or under
the toll booth. More than 95% of tunnel scenes belong to this
cluster, and most of the images in this cluster depict closed
environments.
The next step was using clustering algorithms to discover
easily solvable classes in the dataset. K-means clustering was
used on the dataset with values for K varying from 2 to 20.
For the case K = 2, one cluster contained almost all of the
tunnels and toll booth scenes, as was expected, but it also
contained about one third of the open road scenes. For the
case K = 3, one cluster contained most of the tunnels and
toll booth scenes, but very few open road scenes. The second
cluster contained almost all of the scenes with large number of
other vehicles, i.e. scenes of heavy traffic. For K = 5, we can
notice a good separation of non-highway open roads scenes.
Further raising of K shows that similar types of scenes in the
urban environments often end up in the same cluster. Some
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(a) highway

(b) road

(c) tunnel

(d) exit

(e) settlement

(f) overpass

(g) booth

(h) traffic

Fig. 3: Examples of selected classes

TABLE II: Selected classes
class label
highway
road
tunnel
exit
settlement
overpass
booth
traffic

scene description
an open highway
an open non-highway road
in a tunnel, or directly in front of it, but not at the tunnel exit
directly at the tunnel exit (extremely bright image)
in a settlement (e.g. visible buildings)
in front of, or under an overpass (the overpass is dominant in the scene)
directly in front of, or at the toll booth
many vehicles are visible in the scene, or completely obstruct the view

TABLE III: distribution of classes across videos
Video #
1
2
3
4
Total

highway
1382
652
1418
885
4337

road
0
312
140
64
516

tunnel
185
134
7
62
388

exit
12
7
3
9
31

clusters contained very similar images, which suggested some
easily separable classes, such as "a scene on a highway with
a rocky formation on the right side of the road", but most of
those classes were not considered useful to our application.
In conclusion, the clustering approach gave us some ideas
about easily separable and useful class labels to choose for
our final classification experiment. Once we obtain more data,
the clustering approach should be reapplied, probably in the
form of hierarchical clustering for easier analysis.
B. Selected classes
The set of classes we chose is listed in the Table II. Some
of the classes were chosen because the data analysis indicated
they would be easy to classify, and one of the functions of
fleet management is to simply archive any data that might
be required for purposes yet unknown. As was discussed
in the introduction, we are very interested in detecting the
environments in which the loss of GPS signal precision is
likely, or the vehicle is likely to stop or drive slowly. The
tunnel is a class which is both easy to classify and often causes
loss of GPS signal. The tunnel exit was separated into its
own class because the camera reaction to the sudden increase
CCVW 2013
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settlement
0
59
94
23
176

overpass
8
3
13
9
33

booth
0
3
9
43
55

traffic
0
0
74
5
79

in sunlight is very slow, which results in extremely bright
images (similar problem is not encountered during tunnel
entry). The settlement is an environment in which we are likely
to encounter tall objects (which may or may not be visible
in the scene), so the loss of GPS signal precision is more
likely to occur than on an open road, but less likely then in
a tunnel. The overpass is chosen because going under it can
cause a slight loss of GPS precision. Toll booths are included
because going through them can cause a loss of GPS precision,
and also because the vehicle must always stop at a toll booth.
Heavy traffic scenario is interesting because it can cause the
vehicle to stop or drive very slowly, and because presence of
many vehicles can obstruct the view of the camera enough that
the proper classification of the location becomes impossible.
Intersection is a class which would be very interesting to
investigate, but unfortunately we did not have enough samples,
and their variability was too great. The distribution of class
instances across videos is shown in Table III.
V.

E XPERIMENTS

We used the data mining tool Weka 3 [15] to train several
types of general purpose classifiers, performing grid search
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TABLE IV: Detailed accuracy by class
Class
highway
settlement
booth
tunnel
exit
overpass
traffic
road
Weighted average

TP Rate
0.994
0.864
0.855
0.979
0.903
0.485
0.861
0.899
0.973

FP Rate
0.065
0.003
0
0.001
0
0.001
0
0.007
0.051

Precision
0.981
0.899
0.979
0.992
0.933
0.696
0.971
0.93
0.973

Recall
0.994
0.864
0.855
0.979
0.903
0.485
0.861
0.899
0.973

F-Measure
0.987
0.881
0.913
0.986
0.918
0.571
0.913
0.914
0.973

ROC Area
0.968
0.965
0.99
0.999
1
0.95
0.986
0.957
0.969

TABLE V: Confusion matrix
classified as:
highway
settlement
booth
tunnel
exit
overpass
traffic
road

highway
4310
12
5
6
1
15
5
39

settlement
1
152
2
1
0
0
2
11

booth
0
0
47
0
0
0
1
0

tunnel
0
0
0
380
2
1
0
0

exit
1
0
0
1
28
0
0
0

overpass
6
0
0
0
0
16
0
1

traffic
1
0
0
0
0
0
68
1

road
18
12
1
0
0
1
3
464

(a) road

(b) settlement

(c) traffic

(d) tunnel

(e) overpass

(f) booth

Fig. 4: Examples of scenes misclassified as highway

optimisation of parameters for each of them. The best results
were obtained using SVM classifier with soft margin C = 512
and RBF kernel with γ = 0.125. The testing method was
stratified cross-validation with 10 folds, using entire dataset
(5615 feature vectors of length 512). Since the dataset is
greatly biased towards the highway class, we expect most other
classes to be often confused with a highway.
The achieved recognition rate was 97.3%. The detailed
accuracy by class is shown in Table IV, while the confusion
matrix is shown in Table V.
We can see the performance is very good across all classes,
except the overpass, which is often confused with a highway.
This is probably because most of the overpass scenes were in
fact on a highway, and the overpass was not equally dominant
in all of them, as well as because of low number of class
instances. The settlement class is often confused with highway
and road scenes. We plan to resolve this by introducing more
data, because instances of this class vary in appearance more
CCVW 2013
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then of any other class. We also note that highway is often
confused with a plain road, and vice versa, which is to
be expected for classes with similar appearance. We do not
consider this confusion to be problematic, as fleet management
can usually use GPS data to correctly infer the type of the
road. Some examples of images misclassified as a highway
are shown in Figure 4.
VI.

C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our preliminary results show that the GIST descriptor
alone is sufficiently descriptive for the purpose of classification
of many types of traffic scenes. This indicates viability of
the proposed method as an improvement of current fleet
management systems, and invites further research.
Further efforts should be directed towards expanding the
traffic scenes dataset, to include images during nighttime, and
bad weather, as well as images obtained by different cameras
mounted at other positions and angles. Also, the set of classes
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should be expanded to include many other interesting scenes
and scenarios. Poor classification of the overpass class should
be addressed, at first by adding more data. It is possible that
in some cases the overpass can not be considered an integral
part of the scene, but rather its attribute. There are also other
types of attributes of the traffic scenes that we might want
to consider, e.g. traffic lights. We plan to introduce additional
image features and detectors of such attributes.
One of our future goals would be to reduce or eliminate the
need for labeling. We are considering using automatic labeling
in cases where we can infer the details of vehicle’s environment
with high degree of probability using non-visual cues.
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